New Officer Naval Academy Graduate Joins Service in Regular Army

Orders assigning First Lieutenant W. George Devens, Coast Artillery Corps, to duty here at the University at the close of the semester have been received recently from the War Department. It is expected that Lieutenant Devens will relieve First Lieutenant George B. Anderson, Coast Artillery Corps, who has served as assistant professor of military administration and as tactical officer of the University since 1925. It is expected that Lieutenant Anderson have been received as yet, although it is the custom of the War Department to rotate officers about a variety of posts. In any case, it is expected that Anderson will have served New Hampshire for nearly three years now.

Served in France

Lieutenant Anderson, who at the time of his enlisting was a sophomore at the University from Vermont, returned to duty, in the latter part of the last semester, stationed successively in Maine, Connecticut, and the Philippine Islands. In 1929, he was transferred here to the University and has served since.
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Economist Speaks Before Large Group in Murkland Hall

Rautenstrauch Discusses Industrial Economy

Speaking at the final lecture of the season in Murkland Hall on Wednesday evening, April 3, Mr. Walter Rautenstrauch, of Terre Haute, Ind., who is a representative of a large audience greeted the lecturer who, in an open forum, carried on a discussion.

Having set forth first with the problem of national income, he went on to consider the conditions, and the results of recent years leading to the present pathetic view of the productive groups. Mr. Rautenstrauch concluded with the statement that the productive groups, which includes those not primarily concerned with production, have increased.

Resident of Durham Finishes One Hundred Dollars and Court Costs

Walter G. King, a resident of Durham, was arrested last Monday, April 1, on the charge of driving while under the influence of liquor. The arrest was made in Main street by Inspector Poss and Chief Louis P. Bourg, of the police department. The fine against the accused was one hundred dollars and the license was suspended until April 2.

Chief Bourgion announced Wednesday that the police department is preparing plans for a sweep to drive out the non-fraternity men in the town. Driving with only one light, and non-stopping at street signs, tests are to be made on brakes, and some way of remedying the prevalent lawlessness will be put into effect.

Querues Requiring Interest Students

"The cub reporter" walked out of "T" Hall, down the steps, and started down the walk toward Main street, pondering the fate of this intercollegiate contest. As he passed in front of the bookstall steps, wandering eyes fell upon the subject being shown upon a screen, dressed in field uniform, with cap and hat, and an abbreviated oilskin jacket over a small tin bucket.

Meditating upon this, he was startled from his reverie by a weird horn sounding in his ears, coming from the "T" Hall road next to him. Looking up quick, he saw an extremely disfigured Ford of the mold T type, lacking top, windshield, mudguards, a door or two, in fact, everything but the bare necessities.

He continued down the street, but came to a sudden stop and leaped to one side just in time to avoid being run down by a pair of runaway co-eds whose roller skates were out of control. Look­ ing back, he saw a pair of fow­ lings running along on a tandem bicycle, and jumping back to Murkland Hall, walked up three flights of stairs, and en­ tered his dormitory, with a determined expression on his face, perhaps the truest expression of the psychology course.

Drunken Driving Arrest Made Mon.

 GUARDIAN ANGELS

STEWART NOMINATED FOR SCHOLARSHIP

Gerald A. Stewart has been nominated by the local branch to represent it in the competition for the Thomas Arkev Clark scholarship, an award given by the national chapter of Alpha Tau Omega.

This award is given to men who show outstanding character and achievement, and is awarded on the basis of 50% scholarship, 25% in social character, and 25% for fraternities.

The winner will receive a trip to Memphis, Tenn., in connection with the award. It is Scholarship (Continued on page 3)

LOVEREN RESTING AFTER OPERATION

Harold W. Loveren, superni­ officer, has been undergoing a successful operation for chronic appendicitis. While Wolf was in the hospital, Mr. Loveren had been under the care of Dr. A. M. Almon for some time, and decided upon an operation before a severe attack might set in upon him. He is resting as comfortably as can be expected, and it is hoped that he will be able to return to Durham within two weeks.
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A storm of considerable extent was developing yesterday over the central Great Plains states, and rain or snow was falling from California to Washington eastward as far as the Mississippi Valley. If this storm continues to gain strength and follows its customary path, it is likely that the cold front will reach the Rochester area some time during the latter part of the week.

Friday: Increasing cloudiness with rising temperature. Gentle wind becoming easterly.

Saturday: Cloudy and warmer with some rain or snow during the day. Light west wind.

Sunday: Clearing during the day and coldest at night. Winds locally westerly or northwesterly.
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War and College Men

One week from today we com­
memorate once again the anni­
versary of the Day of America's
World War. Apparently there
are as many fools and fanatics
today as there were between two
years ago. All Europeprepared
itself for another struggle, and
the U. S. regards the situation
serious as it was as far as the spirit
in 1917. On one hand there are those
who would have us believe that we
ourselves and our allies in the war,
and those who say that capital can
not tolerate such a possibility.

In these two between is
group to whom the subject war is
nothing more than a game which
youth of the country will in any
case be forced to tolerate. The

potential for its education in patience,
strangely enough it is possible
that both factions can show some
common ground where both can
agree.

Let us consider those who
would have us refuse to fight and
who spread the gospel of "impos­

Effect that the U. S. will never
enter another war. They, as
much as any other group, are
being forced to the detriment of peace. With a spirit such as this
is and with universal social educa­
tion a necessity, they betray
an optimism which makes them
either fools or fanatics.

The U. S. is yet young and be­
cause of its youth is the pos­
session of a spirit as yet unspoiled.
It will not nor now for a long time, unless steps are
taken to prevent it. Our allies
will not tolerate any affront to it.
Those who would let foreign mil­i­
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Frosh Practice in Exeter Acad. Cage

35 Candidates Report to Coach Lundholm for Tryout in New Facilities

Holding his opening workouts in the enclosed cage at Phillips Exeter Academy, Coach Lundholm, began early this week, the task of developing a frosh baseball team in two years.

Throughout the courtesy of Martin Souders, director of athletics at Exeter, the Kittens are enabled to work out in the cage at Exeter until April 8, at which time the facilities will be turned over to spring vacation. So far Lundholm has been taking only small groups of infielders over to the Exeter cage, but later on in the week he will include a pitcher or two, and will hold a half-hour practice. The men have been making the trip in groups.

The pitchers and catchers have been working in open space next to the barracks, where Coach Lundholm has been carefully bringing them into condition.

The athletes who have already participated in Kittens spring training have been Bob Kershaw, baseball and football; Bob Ahearn, boxer; Charlie Cotton, baseball; and Jimmellieh, a basketball man, John Shae, hockey member, Bob Mosey, boxer, and Charlie Cotton, baseball member. Of course, Lundholm will probably repeat early next week, while some of those already on the squad have not as yet been able to take part early in their spring vacation.

The prospects of their pet entry as a pioneer football all-Americans. The latter activity is not particularly effective, because of the lack of space and poor lighting conditions. Therefore the job of cutting his large squad down to the season's size, probably 20, will not be approached until weather and dry fields enable him to take his team out behind the fraternities on Madison road for some batting practice.

The only new addition to the squad is McLeod, a southpaw, who had some experience pitching for his freshman club three years ago. He reports for the varsity two years ago, but an injured wrist forced him to withdraw. If he can retain his old form, it will be a fine addition to the team.

At present Swasey is expecting to use four men to do the majority of the twirling, and has already decided on Verne B. Collins, Dennis Churchill, fast ball pitcher, and Mose Saliba, somewhat of an unknown quantity so far. Crawford, Welch, Farrington, McLeod, and Thompson are working hard to earn the remaining two positions.

KITTEN TRACK TEAM STARTS STEADY WORK

After a week of preliminary conditioning work, the freshman varsity track team began its regular practice this week under the direction of Coaches Sweet and Miller. The method used arranged for all the men reporting for a certain event to work together.

To date it has been necessary for the coaches to spend most of their time with the field events, mainly because cross country and winter track provided opportunities for the runners but not for the weight men and jumpers.

On Saturday afternoon time trials, at a modified distance, will be held for all running events in order to give the coaches some idea of the ability of the runners, and also to give the men some experience in competition.

The hope is that, although much material is still needed, even in the field events, Saturday's results will show that the prospects for a good team are in evidence.

WRITING ON CAMPUS DISCUSSED AT FOLIO

At the last meeting of the Folio Club, the group was first concerned with the reading of the pieces written by people on campus. The discussion last Sunday centered around a piece by Granville Hicks, author of The Great Turf, the race for which was the first kick of the '35 season.

In the first place you will have to weed out the pha­therble and tiresome. Whether or not you win the remaining 100 points for '35 track will depend upon your judgment on the status of the community, and travel out of town to see two of the teams perform. Having done so, the chance just may be that you'll cheer, rave, and threaten in lost cause. In plain English the varsity track just doesn't seem to have the best of material, and a good lot of frosh ball players do not seem to have the stuff to stand the jolting ride to Exeter, Newmarket, and nearby communities.

Something may happen, but I refuse to bet on it. You are in for a long, dull sea­son. Of course you'll have your good, big, plus ones, and some swell battles, as localPaper, we phear that the University Dining Hall will be awarded to the sorority with the best of material, and a good lot of frosh ball players do not seem to have the stuff to stand the jolting ride to Exeter, Newmarket, and nearby communities.

Something may happen, but I refuse to bet on it. You are in for a long, dull season. Of course you'll have your good, big, plus ones, and some swell battles, as local Paper, we phear that the University Dining Hall will be awarded to the sorority with the best of material, and a good lot of frosh ball players do not seem to have the stuff to stand the jolting ride to Exeter, Newmarket, and nearby communities.
JUST ARRIVED!

SPRING SUITS
SPORT BACKS
2 PANTS
$25.00

The College Shop

The Lucky Strike radio programs, which have been one of the outstanding air features since the inception of broadcasting, will resume within a month, according to a statement made today.

SOCIETY

Kappa Sigma—Hell Week for Kappa Sigma pledges will begin Sunday night and continue until next Saturday. The annual dance will be staged on the house lawn next Friday at one o’clock. Recent alumni guests were William Nelson, ’28, of Boston; Justin D. Flanigan, ’32, of Boston; Frederick Martinneau, ’34, of Portsmouth; Lyle Farrel, ’30, and Holland Dresser, ’30, both of Andover.

Lambda Chi Alpha—Robert Chase, ex-’36, has been at the house quite frequently during his spring recess from Dartmouth.

Alpha Gamma Rho—Omega of Alpha Gamma Rho takes pleasure in announcing the initiation of three pledges: Douglas Newcomb Grant, ’38, of South Windsor, Conn.; Donald Gay Kennan, ’38, of Rumney; and Winthrop Charles Skoglund, ’38, of Lynn, Mass.

Theta Kappa Phi—Austin J. McCaffrey of Lincoln was elected president for the coming year at Tuesday night’s meeting. Francis T. Ahern was chosen vice president; Ernest Maynard, secretary; Lucien Dancel, treasurer; Robert Jeannette, sergeant-at-arms; Walter Eldridge, chaplain; and Robert Belliveau, historian.

Brother Alexander “Duke” Maynard was a week-end visitor at the chapter house. Major Donovan Swanton was a dinner guest Sunday noon.

Theta Upsilon—On Friday evening the following officers of Tau chapter were elected: President, Isabelle Hermes; vice president, Millicent Sleeper; secretary, Mary Mead; treasurer, Jessica Allen; alumnae officer, Dorothy Grimes; editor, Glorine Corson; and chaplain, Anne Corson. The new house officers are: President, Lynette Caverly; house manager, Dorothy Halladay; board manager, Ruth White.

Mrs. Larrabee spent the early part of this week in Boston. Dr. and Mrs. Ekdahl recently visited in Evanston, Ill., where Peggy Ekdahl is attending Northwestern University.

MOVIES PRESENTED AT DEMERITT HALL

On Saturday, March 30, at 11:10 a.m., a film entitled “Modern Manufacturing with a Stable-Arc Welder,” was presented by the Lincoln Electric Co. This was shown in room 106 in DeMeritt Hall under the auspices of the A. I. E. E. Committee on Foods

Accepts Hayden’s Milk

Word has just been received from the Committee on Foods of the American Medical Association that W. D. F. Hayden’s Irradiated Vitamin D Milk has been accepted by the Committee on Foods. The announcement is published in the current issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association, and Hayden Dairy’s Irradiated milk will also be included in the Book of Accepted Foods. The officials of W. D. F. Hayden Dairy Co. are elated over the announcement inasmuch as acceptance by this committee indicates the high regard in which products may be held by the people of this community.

There’s something about a Chesterfield—

There’s one thing I especially like about Chesterfields—entirely aside from the fact that it’s a milder cigarette—and I’ve heard a number of people say the same thing... While I’m smoking Chesterfield I never get little crumbs of tobacco in my mouth... the tobacco doesn’t spill out and that adds a lot to my pleasure of smoking them... I notice more and more of my friends smoke Chesterfields.

Chesterfields are Milder
Chesterfields Taste Better
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